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STATEMENT OF THE INDIGENOUS ORGANIZATIONS OF THE PERUVIAN AMAZON REGARDING 

THE INVESTMENT PLAN  
OF THE FOREST INVESTMENT PROGRAM PERU (IP FIP) 

 

 
Meeting in Lima on the 1st of October 2013, the indigenous organizations of the Peruvian Amazon, 
represented by AIDESEP and CONAP and with participation of the General Coordinator of COICA, and after 
analyzing the process of designing the Investment Plan of the Forest Investment Program, declare the 
following: 
 
We welcome that the main demands of the indigenous peoples have been respected and maintained within 
the final version of the FIP Investment Plan. For example, the priority of the “enabling conditions for REDD+” 
such as the implementation of territorial titling and indigenous forest management; the $14.5 million for 
implementation of land titles ($7 million), community forest management ($4 million) and community 
governance ($3.5 million); inclusion of AIDESEP and CONAP into the Steering Committee of the FIP Peru; the 
inclusion of the “Amazonian Indigenous REDD+” proposals; the design of specific safeguards to prevent 
possible impacts; openness to the use of public funds for financing REDD+ instead of using only private funds; 
not imposing the Regional Conservation Area Cerro Escalera Shawi on the collective territory of the Kampu 
Piyawi indigenous people; inclusion of the Amarakaire Communal Reserve; not prioritizing colonization, palm 
oil and big companies; support for the advances on the Dedicated Grant Mechanism for Indigenous Peoples 
pushed forward by indigenous peoples themselves; among other things. 
 
We regret the delays and the complications in the design of the Plan given that it was not jointly constructed 
between State, the indigenous peoples and the banks. It was a mistake to believe that the indigenous 
participation should be reduced to “consultation” workshops presenting plans drawn up by consultants who 
lacked experience with and commitment to the reality of our indigenous peoples, marginalizing the 
contribution of the leaders and technical staff from our organizations. The working process changed and 
accelerated when this inadequate methodology was corrected and new consensus was reached through a 
respectful dialogue and a joint construction of the plans. 
 
We regret that this mistake of a growing distance between government functionaries and indigenous peoples 
continues by withdrawing agreed-upon text in the Investment Plan draft and adding other texts that had not 
been discussed. Even though these issues have been corrected, we are nevertheless concerned that it 
happened in the first place and could be repeated. The same problem could also be seen in the way in which 
the responsible functionaries organized the logistical arrangements of the last workshop. Basic details were not 
foreseen such as the location for the internal meeting of the indigenous leaders, the transportation to the 
airports in the Amazon and in Lima, or local transportation in Lima. The indigenous leaders do not tolerate 
being mistreated like “nobodies” and we demand an adequate treatment especially when there is sufficient 
budget to carry it out. The persons and functionaries that are responsible for the bad treatment have been 
identified and we will present the claims to supervisory offices. It is worrying that there is no confidence to 
delegate the logistic arrangements to our organizations for such simple workshops, what will happen when the 
phase of designing the four projects and, even worse, the actual execution of the activities? We are still 
missing guarantees that avoid backsliding, instead enabling an adequate and democratic cooperation. 
 
We re-emphasize our concern with the resistance to urgently elaborate and apply a mechanism that not only 
accredits REDD+ activities but also allows monitoring and supervision of their activities. This will help to 
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underline the good practices, to sanction the bad ones as well as to impose sanctions and avoid the expansion 
of “carbon piracy”. It's a mistake for the State to resign its protective function which enabled for example in 
Loreto, in Tamshiyacu, Valle del Shanusi (Romero group) the deforestation of thousands of hectares of prime 
forest to cultivate palm oil disguised as “cacao” while the authorities washed their hands of responsibility. And 
that the impunity still goes on of a carbon pirate that cheated the Yagua peoples by dealing a “secret” contract 
that lasts over 90 years and mixes REDD+ with palm oil and the extraction of wood. 
 
Given all that, we agreed to declare and demand from the authorities who are part of the FIP Steering 
Committee (the Ministry of the Environment [MINAM], the Agriculture and Irrigation Ministry  
[MINAGRI], the Ministry of Economy and Finance [MEF], the National Assembly of Regional Governments  
through the Amazon Interregional Council [CIAM], the Ministry of Culture, the World Bank, the Inter-American  
Development Bank [IADB], FONAM) and from the Subcommittee of the donating countries and members of 
the FIP, the following: 

 
1. Support the approval of the current version of the FIP Investment Plan, as a signal of our cooperative 

attitude, even if some of our observations and demands are still not incorporated. Furthermore, we 
reiterate three substantial considerations in order to guarantee the success of the Investment Plan of the 
FIP and enable the development of “transformational actions”: the joint planning and construction of the 
strategies alongside indigenous peoples; the community beneficiaries as the direct executors; and the 
respectful coordination between the government, indigenous peoples and banks. 

 
 

2. Request the commitment of FIP Steering Committee, IDB and World Bank toward the inclusion the 
professional technical staff authorized by indigenous organizations into the detailed consultation for the 
design of the four projects of the FIP Investment Plan (Tarapoto and Yurimaguas, Atalaya, Madre de Dios 
and National level). This would help avoid news surprises and unnecessary conflicts caused by projects 
designed by consultants that represent the interests of powerful groups or that disregard indigenous rights 
and intercultural knowledge. 

 
 

3. Establish of mechanisms within the Investment Plan of the FIP which allow indigenous communities and 
organizations to be the beneficiaries who execute directly the activities of strengthening community forest 
management and community governance; and mechanisms that enable the joint execution in cooperation 
with the regional governments of the implementation of collective territorial titling. But these 
governments have to comply with this obligation, dedicating the funds to this purpose as to not repeat the 
experience of the Regional Government of Loreto (GOREL) which prioritized 7,000,000 Soles to the sports 
department without spending anything to the indigenous peoples. We need guarantees that our support 
for this FIP Investment Plan will not be altered later by management styles that waste the funds of the IP 
FIP in traditional bureaucracy that will reduce the positive impacts for Amazonian forests and peoples. 

 
 

4. Strengthen mechanisms of indigenous participation understood as the joint construction of the policies 
and that the FIP Steering Committee make decisions based on consensus instead of taking votes because 
the indigenous peoples are always the minority. At the same time, this inclusion should also take place at 
the level of the Directive Committees of the three regional projects in Tarapoto-Yurimaguas, Atalaya and 
Madre de Dios. The regional and local indigenous organizations have to be part of the working process in 
order to manage the FIP Investment Plan within the three implementation areas. 
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5. Commitment of the FIP Steering Committee that within the first semester of 2014 a system of registration, 
qualification, accreditation, monitoring and eventual punishment of the REDD+ activities in Peru will be 
functioning, especially to stop the so called “carbon pirates” or “carbon cowboys”. 

 
 

6. Guarantees for the accreditation and financing for AIDESEP and CONAP delegates at the meeting on 30th of 
October 2013 of the FIP Subcommittee in Washington (USA). This will show to the donor countries that the 
coordination with the indigenous peoples can be reality in Peru and that it is assumed that support for this 
voyage will be done respecting our right to freedom of opinion. 
 

 
As a sign of agreement, we sign this pronouncement and authorize its distribution to the involved parts and to 
the public opinion. 
 

Name ID# Organization and Title Signature 

Alberto Pizango  President, AIDESEP  

Oseas Barbarán S.  President, CONAP  

Santiago Maniheari M  ORICOCA  

Juan Aricari Yahuarcani  CONAP  

Juan A. Ramos Paredes  CONAP  

Héctor Miuguillo Chamanie   CONAP  

Franco Piero Fasabi Hidalgo                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    CART  

Sanchez Escobar Margoth  CONAP  

Hernán Kinin Inclupes  ORPIAN (technical staff)  

José Hipololito Termani Ihuaragui  CONAP (communication Sec)  

Ruben Dario Ninuhanca  FEYIAAM  

Ema Díaz Sebastian  FECONAYY  

Segundo Noe Cahuaza Peas  FERIBAM  

Juan de Dios Sangrano Soles  CODIDISAM  

Walter Sangama Sangama  CODEPISAM  

Nery Zapata Fasabi  CORPIAA  

Lauriano Saldaña Ikam  President, FEYIAAM  

Esteban Jimenez Sabasiant  FECONAYA  

    

 


